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Method testing

In order to test the effectiveness of our method, we consider various toy models of increasing 
complexity and increasing accuracy of the BBH SGWB. 
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BBH Background

GWB from BBH mergers

• O(80) individual BBH mergers have been 
detected by LVK [1]

• Many more, sub-threshold BBH 
mergers contribute to a BBH SGWB

• Shape and amplitude of BBH SGWB can be
predicted using current individual 
detections

Popcorn-like nature

• BBH mergers occur every 5 to 10 minutes
• Detectable signal only lasts for a few 

seconds
• BBH SGWB is intermittent (“popcorn-

like”)
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Next Steps

• Relax simplifying assumptions (Gaussian noise with fixed variance, co-located and co-
aligned detectors etc.)

• Apply search method to real data

Other searches

Our search

Methodology

• Split data into short segments
• Uses mixture-Gaussian likelihood to allow signal to be ‘on’ or ‘off’ [2]
• Bayesian inference used to recover population parameters (averaged burst power and 

duty cycle) by marginalizing over segment-dependent signal parameters

Mixture likelihood

• Introduces duty cycle parameter to allow for signal to be ‘on’ or ‘off’
• Combines signal likelihood and noise likelihood

: signal likelihood (assumes burst of cross-correlated power present in segment I)
: noise likelihood (assumes no signal present in segment I)
: duty cycle (amount of time the signal is in band divided by the average time between bursts)
: number of segments

Results

Our proposed search for an intermittent stochastic 
gravitational-wave background recovers the averaged power 

of the bursts for simple toy models and outperforms the 
standard stationary search for low duty cycles

Abstract

A stochastic gravitational-wave background (SGWB) is the superposition of many unresolved and
independent sources. Among these sources are binary black hole mergers (BBH) happening
throughout the Universe. About every 5 to 10 minutes such mergers take place, lasting for only a
few seconds resulting in a “popcorn-like” or intermittent background. We propose a new method
that takes into account the intermittent, “popcorn-like” nature of the BBH background, constituted
by sub-threshold BBH mergers, by searching for bursts of cross-correlated power.
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